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Abstract: This paper examines the potential use of blockchain technology in metropolitan planning by focusing on municipal cryptocurrencies as a new type of crypto financing. Decentralisation through blockchain technology offers several advantages for the provision of metropolitan services: transparency, security, participation, productivity and immutability. The transformation of traditional municipal

* This paper is partially based on an unpublished MS thesis by Dilara Efe (2021) from the Department of Urban and Regional Planning at Pamukkale University. The thesis is entitled “The Use of Blockchain Technology in Metropolitan Cities: The Case of Denizli Metropolitan City and Commuter Belt”.
services into smart city functions raises the importance of blockchain technology for metropolitan planning. Blockchain technology can be used in metropolitan planning for several analytical purposes: transportation planning, logistics planning, demarcation of metropolitan borders and metropolitan hinterland, mapping urban morphologies, accessibility analysis of metropolitan services and monitoring of metropolitan safety services. Here, labour market data, commuting data, statistical regional data and jurisdiction data are the main components of metropolitan analysis. Municipal cryptocurrencies incentivise and enrich the processes of data management for metropolitan planning. In the paper, one potential application of municipal cryptocurrencies is briefly exemplified by a peer-to-peer (P2P) transmission and incentivisation of commuting data for metropolitan areas.
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1. **Introduction**

Blockchain technology is characterised by efficiency, permanency, decentralised consensus, verifiability and immutability. Blockchain has recently become a popular concept not only in financial technology (FinTech) but also in smart cities. Blockchain, or distributed ledger technology (DLT), has a wide variety of potential uses in smart city projects including the issues of governance, design and planning. Here, decentralisation and ‘non-tampering’ provide transparency and verification in data management of smart cities. The potential advantages of DLT can be clearly seen in issues of spatial planning in metropolitan areas.

This paper aims to provide an analysis of blockchain powered-metropolitan planning by focusing on municipal cryptocurrencies. More specifically, the paper examines both the role of crypto financing in recent smart city projects and how it can be applied to metropolitan planning. Municipal cryptocurrencies incentivise and enrich the processes of data management for metropolitan planning. In this
paper, one potential application of municipal cryptocurrencies is exemplified in brief by a peer-to-peer (P2P) transmission and incentivisation of commuting data for metropolitan areas. Here, personal mobility and location data can be incentivised as a digital asset through blockchain technology. The disclosure of personal mobility data on a voluntary basis can be used as both an analytical information and digital asset. A municipal cryptocurrency (experimental Metropolitan Token) is the main incentive mechanism in this process. The process of incentivisation through cryptocurrencies requires a clear classification of personal mobility data by commuter trip patterns and commuter specific socio-economic characteristics.

The methodology employed in this study includes both a literature review on blockchain technology, municipal cryptocurrencies and metropolitan regions and the brief findings of an unpublished MS thesis on the use of blockchain technology in metropolitan cities. The first part of research is based on online and offline resources. In the second part, an experimental Metropolitan Token suggested in the aforementioned MS thesis is exemplified using a P2P network-based data structure for commuter profiles in metropolitan planning. This part of the paper partly involves original research.

2. Blockchain technology and municipal cryptocurrencies

A blockchain is a “distributed database” based on a peer-to-peer (P2P) network (Hayes, 2022). It is an open and distributed ledger that stores data in lists called blocks which are tied together as a chronological chain of records. Efficiency, permanency, decentralised consensus, verifiability and immutability are the main characteristics of blockchain. Here, the most important innovations of blockchain technology include providing verifiability by ensuring “the fidelity and security of a record of data” and creating decentralised consensus “without the need for a trusted third party” (Hayes, 2022).

Blockchain technology became a key innovation via a number of influential contributions to the fields of decentralised network and cryptocurrency starting from the early 1980s: public key cryptography (Merkle, 1980), timestamp (Haber & Stornetta, 1991), Merkle Trees (Bayer et al., 1993), smart contracts (Szabo, 1997) and Bitcoin (Nakamoto, 2008). Today the concept of cryptocurrency is more popular than blockchain. The ongoing ‘crypto revolution’ is driven by the increasing adoption of cryptocurrencies as both means of payment and value storage (digital asset). The current market cap (market capitalisation) of the first and most popular cryptocurrency, Bitcoin, reached approximately 800 billion US dollars in circulating supply (Coinmarketcap, 2022). In parallel to the rapid adoption and diffusion of Bitcoin, alternative coins (alt coins) have undergone an extraordinary development in the last five years. Nowadays, the proliferation of altcoins has led to the emergence of alternative and powerful financial instruments for recent smart city projects.
Despite the growing importance of blockchain technology as a new way of financing smart city projects, the literature on urban and regional planning, in particular metropolitan planning, has paid too little attention to this area of study. Hence, this paper aims to address this topic by focusing on municipal cryptocurrencies as a new type of crypto financing.

**Table 1.** Municipal cryptocurrencies and smart city projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cities and Regions</th>
<th>Goals</th>
<th>Municipal Cryptocurrencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Beijing (The People’s Republic of China)</td>
<td>To enhance urban innovation and governance</td>
<td>Stablecoins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belfast (Northern Ireland)</td>
<td>To help bolster the local economy</td>
<td>BelfastCoin (non-blockchain municipal currency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Berkeley (California)</td>
<td>To fund affordable housing To rebuild transit system To support social services</td>
<td>Initial Community Offering (ICO) for tokens backed by municipal bonds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Busan (South Korea)</td>
<td>To boost the local economy To create a token economy</td>
<td>Municipal Stablecoin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalonia (Spain)</td>
<td>To create an alternative central banking system To adopt a blockchain voting system</td>
<td>Conceptual Regional Cryptocurrency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dubai (The United Arab Emirates)</td>
<td>To put all official documents on blockchain</td>
<td>EmCash (municipal stablecoin)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberstad (a project aiming at creating a private city) (Norway)</td>
<td>To create a smart city platform</td>
<td>City Coin (CITY) (native cryptocurrency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malacca (Malaysia)</td>
<td>To build a “tourist blockchain-destination of the future”</td>
<td>DMICoin (municipal cryptocurrency)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia (the United States)</td>
<td>To integrate blockchain and smart contract space into municipal government</td>
<td>City-specific Crypto Tokens</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ work based on several short online articles (Gallagher, 2021; Huillet, 2020; O’Connell, 2019).

Municipal cryptocurrencies are “cryptocurrencies launched by cities” for funding certain projects and new investments (O’Connell, 2019). Table 1 presents the role of municipal cryptocurrencies in recent smart city projects. A close inspection of the table shows that municipal cryptocurrencies have become efficient FinTech tools for promoting tourism development, strengthening civil democracy and creating a technological platform for smart land use development in several cities around the world. Municipal cryptocurrencies are characterised by specific coin (operating in an independent blockchain) and token (using a decentralised network of another blockchain) projects (Ledger, 2019). The advantages of token projects are obvious in two aspects – one is benefiting from strong peer-to-peer networks of big market...
cap pioneer coins like Bitcoin and Ethereum, while the other is related to the issues of scalability, security, penetration rate and market cap of these digital assets. These technological advantages are of the utmost importance in smart city projects implemented in highly populated metropolitan areas. In particular, the problem of scalability “arising with the increasing number of nodes and transactions in blockchain” (Khan et al., 2021) affects the success of both smart city and smart municipality projects in the provision of municipal and metropolitan services.

3. The use of municipal cryptocurrencies in metropolitan planning

Decentralisation and P2P network became popular concepts in information and communication technology (ICT) in the last decade. In addition to the issues of ICT, the advantages of decentralised networks are appearing also in spatial planning. Decentralisation through blockchain technology offers several advantages for the provision of metropolitan services: transparency, security, participation, productivity and immutability. Today, the transformation of traditional municipal services into smart city functions raises the importance of blockchain technology for metropolitan planning. The technological advantages of DLT are applicable to the spatial planning of metropolitan areas. Most of today’s metropoles are undergoing a dynamic morphological and demographic change, which is more apparent in the metropolitan fringe. A spatial analysis of these areas through a blockchain-powered incentive mechanism (municipal cryptocurrency) can make metropolitan planning more responsive and effective (Özbek & Efe, 2019, p. 22). Through blockchain-powered tools (smart contracts, coins, tokens and altcoins), land use planning and the provision of public services in metropolitan areas are becoming smart, incentivised and analytical.

Incentivisation for metropolitan smart city projects via blockchain technology becomes an important goal “to improve various aspects of city finance, administration and residents’ monetary well-being” (Linighan, 2021). Here, municipal cryptocurrencies are emerging as important financial tools for incentivising and subsidising the processes of data management for metropolitan planning.

Through recent smart city projects, the role of blockchain technology in spatial planning has become more apparent. Here, the key issue is which characteristics of blockchain technology may deliver benefits for technology-based spatial planning projects, more specifically in metropolitan planning. The answer of this is three-fold: decentralised management and governance, smart and real time analysis and planning and incentivised services.

Potentially blockchain technology can facilitate an efficient and incentivised (tokenisation) analytical framework for metropolitan planning. Here, there are several fields of application: transportation planning, logistics planning, demarcation of functional borders, hinterlands and morphologies (central business district, land
uses, transition zone, urban and rural fringes and the commuter belt etc.), accessibility issues of public services, monitoring of safety services and optimum public service areas in metropolitan areas. All these operational fields require the implementation of specific smart city projects powered by DLT.

One potential application of blockchain technology to metropolitan planning is exemplified by a P2P transmission and incentivisation of commuting data for metropolitan areas. In this way, the disclosure of personal mobility data on a voluntary basis can be used as both an analytical information and as a digital asset. Through permissive and blockchain-based location-sharing apps, personal mobility data can be transformed into smart transportation information based on user-defined profiles. Here, such applications, especially decentralised ones (dApps) can incentivise both the creators engaging in the operation and maintenance of a network infrastructure, and the anonymous users sharing their GPS (Global Positioning System) location (Özbek & Efe, 2019, p. 22). DApps can be defined as being embedded in “a decentralised network that combines a smart contract and a frontend user interface” (Ethereum.org, 2022).

Prior to discussing a blockchain-based application of commuting data management in metropolitan areas, it is helpful to review the basic terminology of metropolitan planning and morphology. Metropolitan regions can be described by three perspectives: agglomerational, functional and territorial scalar (Gallad & Harrison, 2020, p. 14). Labour market data, commuting data and statistical regional data, as well as jurisdiction data are key for classifying and identifying metropolitan areas (Demographia, 2021). The spatial planning of these areas addresses a vast number of planning and policy issues including metropolitan services, land use areas, urban sprawl, communities, economy and production, socio-cultural context, urban-rural interaction, metropolitan morphologies, transportation, statistical classification, natural environment, etc.

The metropolitan commuter zone is a peripheral semi-urban area located in the metropolitan fringe. A daily-commuter belt can be considered as a special type of functional regions. The key characteristics of a functional region are: functional relationship, hierarchy and complementarity between the sub-regional units (Özbek, 2012, p. 144). Functional Urban Areas (FUAs) are an important part of “local level typologies” used for generating subnational statistics in the European Union. A functional urban area is defined as an area comprising “the city and its surrounding commuting zone” in the Regional Yearbook of Eurostat (Eurostat, 2020, pp. 8-14). The extent of metropolitan regions varies by both agglomerations of NUTS (Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics) three level regions and functional urban areas in the European Union (Eurostat, 2020, p. 15). A commuter zone can be determined by daily regular trips and labour market data. These two factors create a “daily urban system” in urban fringes (Pacione, 2005, pp. 106-107 and 915). Commuter zones are one of the most dynamic areas in metropolitan cities. This dynamic development is characterised by expanding residential areas, changing
transportation facilities and emerging manufacturing and service activities in the urban fringe. The key parameters for the extent and composition of a commuter zone are as follows: transportation technology, mass transit facilities, topography, commercial, industrial and public land uses in urban fringes, metropolitan development areas (suburbs, exurbs, satellite towns etc.) and niche labour markets (Özbek & Efe, 2019, p. 22).

The key benefit of blockchain-powered data management in metropolitan planning rests on the advantages of peer-to-peer network. Here, two important factors play a decisive role in the production and use of spatial data in metropolitan planning. The first one is the transformation of spatial data produced by city-dwellers into smart information and knowledge valuable for the development of spatial planning strategies, the other is related to how this personal information in the form of data blocks becomes a financial asset via the P2P network. The former emphasises the key characteristics or benefits of blockchain technology (efficiency, permanency, decentralised consensus, verifiability and immutability) in both the implementation of any smart city project and in the provision of digital metropolitan services. Here, the crucial concept is the incentive mechanism enabled by blockchain technology.

Location-based services targeting specific commuter profiles can be subject to possible application of blockchain technology to metropolitan planning – as exemplified by a P2P network-based acquisition and processing of personal mobility data for defining and displaying distinct metropolitan morphologies. One of the claims of this study is that a P2P network-based location services can be used for metropolitan planning on a volunteer basis. Through permissive and blockchain-based location-sharing apps, personal mobility data can be transformed into smart transportation information based on user-defined profiles. Here, municipal cryptocurrencies such as the experimental Metropolitan Token can incentivise both the creators engaging in the operation and maintenance of the network infrastructure and the anonymous users sharing their GPS location (Özbek, 2019a). This information can be used by the main actors of metropolitan planning (urban planners, traffic engineers, bureaucrats and technocrats responsible for urban and regional policies and researchers) in spatial planning terms.

Metropolitan transport departments, both public and private institutions, can benefit by analysing and synthesising these smart mobility data. The tasks of acquisition and processing smart mobility data on a P2P basis indicate the need for FinTech innovation in metropolitan planning. A municipal cryptocurrency (the Metropolitan Token) constitutes the main incentive mechanism in this process. In the process of incentivisation through cryptocurrencies, trip patterns and socio-economic characteristics are important parameters. These parameters involve data type, data availability period, continuity of data flow, data accuracy by commuter trip patterns, availability of socio-economic data provided by anonymous users (commuters) and user profile details (Özbek, 2019a). Table 2 illustrates a detailed overview of the issues on metropolitan commuter profiles. As seen in the table, the six types of data are identified for addressing the incentivisation of commuter
This P2P network-based data structure is incentivised by the Municipal Token proposed in this study. The Municipal Token performs two functions: as an incentive based on the disclosure of different types of commuting data and “a form of digital asset” (Frankenfield, 2022). Hence, blockchain “guarantees the fidelity and security of a record of data” (Hayes, 2022). In other words, municipal tokens carry both the value created by cryptocurrency miners and data blocks including a vast variety of spatio-temporal data for metropolitan planning. A “token economy” and “smart city platform” (O’Connell, 2019) are created by this incentivisation mechanism at metropolitan level.

**Table 2.** P2P network-based data structure for commuter profiles in metropolitan planning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Commuter Profile Data</th>
<th>Content of Spatial Data</th>
<th>Incentivisation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Availability of Socio-economic Data</td>
<td>Age, Car Ownership, Gender, Mass Transit Use, Profession</td>
<td>Municipal Token incentivisation by extent of socio-economic data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuity of Data Flow</td>
<td>Continuous, Peak Hour Pattern, Periodic, Rare</td>
<td>Municipal Token incentivisation by data continuity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Accuracy by Commuter Trip Patterns</td>
<td>Random Trips, Regular Trips</td>
<td>Municipal Token incentivisation by data accuracy (commuting routes)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Availability Period</td>
<td>Daily, Periodic, Random, Weekly</td>
<td>Municipal Token incentivisation by duration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Type</td>
<td>All Trip Data, Interval Data, Multi-Destination Data, Pedestrian Trip Data, Single Destination Data, Vehicle Trip Data</td>
<td>Municipal Token incentivisation by data type (spatio-temporal characteristics of commuting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Profile Details</td>
<td>Full Profile Details, Limited Profile Details, Without Profile Details</td>
<td>Municipal Token incentivisation by profile details</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: authors’ own work.

There are some potential problems and drawbacks for developing this sort of P2P network-based data structure in metropolitan planning. The first concerns privacy issues: How will this system ensure the privacy of users providing trip data? Another problem is whether public authorities will use these data for spatial planning or for suppressing and controlling society (Skyfan, 2019). There are some possible solutions here: anonymity, limited user profiles, transparency of data flow, incentive
mechanism (by data type and user profile detail) and most importantly, choosing the appropriate type of blockchain (public, private, hybrid etc.). A hybrid or semi-public blockchain can guarantee the anonymity and privacy of users. In this type of decentralised network, commuters (pedestrians, bicyclers, motorcyclists, other personal mobility device users and car drivers) might be considered as smart nodes based on commuter profiles. In urban transportation planning, the origin-destination (single or multi-destination) data are an important part of trip-based models (trip generation, trip distribution, mode choice, route choice, trip assignment and trip estimation). All these categorised data sets can be acquired through traditional survey techniques or remote sensing surveys. In both cases, metropolitan mobility data are raw data without additional information on commuting (space-time characteristics of trips and socio-economic profiles of commuters). At this point, a blockchain-based incentive mechanism can make these types of mobility data categorised and smart (Özbek, 2019b).

Today, urban fringes are experiencing the most rapid land-use and demographic changes. Metropolitan surveys provide just a glimpse into the extent of urban sprawl and are scattered in certain periods. An adequate understanding and analysis of these changes is of the utmost importance for urban policy makers and practitioners. A blockchain-powered incentive mechanism (cryptocurrency) defined above can help to draw a more realistic picture of the urban fringe and metropolitan hinterland (Özbek, 2019c). Several institutions and professions can benefit from the P2P network-based data management in metropolitan planning. Civil and private planners (community, urban, regional and transportation), spatial planning institutions, non-governmental organizations, municipalities and urban planning students and scholars are possible actors in blockchain-powered metropolitan planning.

In conclusion, a proper integration of blockchain technology into existing analysis and synthesis techniques in metropolitan planning can provide advantages and benefits for both the institutions and organizations responsible for spatial planning and metropolitan residents. Municipal cryptocurrencies can play a significant role in this integration process.

4. Conclusion

Nowadays, the urban fringes, urban regions and metropolitan commuter belts are experiencing rapid spatial and demographic changes. An accurate and factual analysis of morphological changes in these functional areas can be made possible through a blockchain-based incentive mechanism (cryptocurrency). Hence, labour market data, commuting data, statistical regional data and jurisdiction data are the main components of metropolitan analysis.

Municipal cryptocurrencies have become efficient FinTech tools for promoting tourism development, strengthening civil democracy and creating a technological
platform for smart land use development in several cities around the world. Municipal cryptocurrencies as a new type of public financing in metropolitan areas can incentivise and enrich the processes of data management for metropolitan planning. An accurate and real time demarcation of functional sub-regions and mapping distinct urban morphologies in metropolitan areas can be made possible by municipal cryptocurrencies.

An integrated use of remote sensing and blockchain technology can provide several benefits for border-mapping process in metropolitan areas. The proper use of these technological tools can contribute to the demarcation of actual metropolitan borders in spatial planning terms. A blockchain-powered incentive mechanism can help to draw a more realistic picture of the urban fringe and metropolitan hinterland.

In conclusion, incorporating blockchain technology into various aspects of metropolitan planning (such as land use and transportation planning, governance etc.) can bring benefits for both the institutions responsible for spatial planning and residents themselves. The use of cryptocurrencies specific to municipalities may become a key aspect of this integration. In this way, traditional spatial planning issues may become the main components of smart city projects in metropolitan areas. Metropolitan data management and crypto financing (as an incentive mechanism) through the use of distributed ledger technology can be seen as key drivers of this transformation process.
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